
Hello Beloved Ones!

If you’re on this page, it’s because we’ve already worked together, and…I 
adore you. 

I’m so happy you’re here. While I always love serving new clients, my 
greatest joy is continuing to serve individuals whom have already learned 
& grown with me. 

We get to take all the work we’ve already done and go deeper, integrate it 
more powerfully,….and….implement more effectively in your client work 
and your business. 

I would be absolutely HONORED if you joined me this coming year for 
more learning, for practitioner supervision, for more advanced skills, and 
for aligned action taking.

We can do this in two different ways, both starting in September 2020….
read more below!

With love, Joanna



If  you are feeling called to learn new &  
shadow-based  

Advanced Depth
5 technique-based Transformational 

Intensives +

Advanced  Depth is for practitioners, 
 coaches, teachers,  trainers and guides who:

 � Desire to apply & master the deepest of the deep transformational 
         skills with   clients & groups 

 � Are ready for your own next level of soul work & transformation 

 � Want to be uber effective at working with Shadow in multiple ways 

 � Are willing to stretch yourself 

 � Desire an intensive and intimate experience with me and a circle of            
         incredible, commited practioners
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Advanced  Depth goes beyond the already advanced techniques that you’ve 

learned in Sacred Depths or Into the Depths. It is designed for practitioners 

who are called and willing to dive in the deepest waters, to take their personal 

practice very seriously, and to go further with their own Shadow exploration to 

be able to serve clients most embedded resistances, complexes, narratives 

and self-sabotage.

Advanced  Depth is designed to be a very intensive experience, approximately 

every other month. During intensive containers, you will have the space to be 

fully immersed in your soul work and in new, incredible techniques. A lot will be 

required of you by way of stretching yourself into your next level of evolution…

but you will also then have two months to integrate until we meet again!

Advanced Depth is comprised of: 
 5 Intensive Retreats 

 over 10 months (4 Virtual/1 In Person)

 

Advanced Befriend Your Fear Technique  
(Virtual Intensive, September 10-11)

We take the basics of the Befriend Your Fear Technique and go to the next level so 
that you can successfully guide your clients through their most obstinate fears..and 
into more confidence and motivation. Over these 2 days, we will cover the subtle-
yet-important details and maneuvers to make this spirit and body-based technique 
as powerful and effective as possible. 
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Dreamwork and Archetypal Symbols  

(Virtual Intensive, February 11-12)

Get ready for a mystical, soul-opening, deeply transformative 2 days! In this inten-
sive, we will do a deep dive into how to support yourself and your clients towards 
transcendent self-knowledge. You will learn how to help clients make life-changing 
meaning and motivation out of their dreams and out of the Symbols that show up 
in their lives and psyche. Powerful skills and insights that you will use for the rest of 
your life.

Shadow & Archetype Intensive 
 (Tentatively In-Person, May 3-5)

This retreat is epic, and meant to be taken more than once – the work deepens, in-
tegrates and accelerates each time. You will do some of the most powerful & coura-
geous personal work that can be done as you come face to face with the most re-
jected and sabatoging parts of yourself. You will also learn how to masterfully guide 
your own clients and groups through this work – a skill that puts you in the top 1% of 
transformational practitioners. This intensive will also include 2 powerful follow up 
workshop & practicum calls
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Wise Warrior Technique 
 (Virtual Intensive, July 23)

The Archetype of the Wise Warrior is medicine for those who get stuck because 
they aren’t setting boundaries & because they don’t have the courage the speak 
up and speak out – in their lives, in their businesses, in their messaging, in their 
marketing. In this powerful intensive, we will unlock the healing powers of the Wise 
Warrior for yourself, and for your clients. In doing so, you activate the power of your 
VOICE. 

 
Choose Your Own Shadow Journey Transformation Technique 

 (Virtual Intensive, Dec 3-4)

The Choose Your Own Shadow Journey Transformation is one of the most power-
ful tools I have in my toolbox. When you have this skill under your belt, you are able 
to lead clients to earth-shattering breakthroughs and activate new neural pathways 
that guide them to desired habits, practices, actions, and feelings. This technique 
alone is one that has clients telling me our work together is the best money they 
ever spent.
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Bonuses
 � Complimentary Access to any shorter (afternoon, day-long, or month-
long) training programs I offer (examples from this last year: Reclaiming 
Eve, Sacred Rhythms, Live Enrollment Conversation Workshop, 
Breakthrough Questioning Intensive) 

 � Wicked Stepmothers & Lowly Handmaids: Transmuting Jealousy into 
Empowerment 

 � Opportunity to book private sessions or VIP days with me or team coaches 
at a discounted rate

 

or
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SOLD OUT

Early Bird Pricing Until July 10

Click here to pay a deposit: $357 
Followed by 12 monthly payments of 

 $357 beginning in September

Regular: $7500

Click here to pay in full : $4,500  



If you are feeling called to integrate & deepend your 
existing skills & receive coaching from me...

The Coaching Mastery Circle 
  

Coaching Practice & Supervision + 
Business Feedback for Exceptional  

Practitioners

The Coaching Mastery Circle is for practitioners, coaches, 
teachers, trainers and guides who:

 �  Are committed to getting more and more and more effective at  
          co-creating exceptional results with clients 

 �  Want personalized attention from me on your coaching & coaching 
          practice 

 �  Desire a space to brainstorm &  get ongoing direction on retreat, 
          workshop & online group curriculum & facilitation 

 �  Want my direction and feedback on your business, your marketing,  
           your sales,  your programming, and your operations  desire more 
           connection with me!
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The entire program is pretty profound, actually. Because practitioners don’t generally 
have the opportunity to be in Group Supervision; they don’t get the opportunity to lay 
out their client work and get advice, they don’t get the opportunity to consistently get 
feedback on their progress as practitioners, …and this kind of experience is a game 
changer when it comes to consistently upleveling the quality of your client work. 

You will see that you become even more confident in who you are as a practitioner. 
You will see that you become even more confident when you market. You will see that 
you’re even more easily able to go very deep with clients. You will see that you find the 
right words and articulate exactly what is going to make massive impact on clients.

I give this kind of support to my private clients…but I know that there is a need for this 
type of intimate support at a MUCH lower investment rate than privates. That’s why 
I’m over the moon about this! 

 
The Coaching Mastery Circle is  

a 12-month Program and 
 Here is what it includes:
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Twelve 90-minute Skills Practicums

Each month we will meet on Zoom for a transformative skill building practicum. We 
will isolate particular skills on each call, and practice both in the group as well as with 
partners on the call. This is an incredible opportunity to deepen your Listening, Ques-
tioning, Creating Awareness, Strategizing, and Visioning Skills as well as strengthen 
your Energetics and coaching containers.
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Twenty 90-minute Coaching Clinic &  

Business Q/A Office Hours 

Each month, we have one or two 90-minute session together to dive deep into any 
questions you have about your clients, your client case studies, your coaching prac-
tice, and your business. Basically, you get me as your Coaching Supervisor, knowing 
that whatever issues come up with your clients, you have me -and this community – 
for immediate solutions:

• Work Through Client Case Studies
• Help Clients Overcome Blocks
• Bust through your own Energetic Road Blocks
• Brainstorm on Strategies for client Progress
• Get More Effective at your Sales Calls
• Move more into your zone of genius
• Look at your group work setup and group program curriculum
• Getting Clarity on Your Marketing Plans
• Articulating your Messaging
• Effective Outreach Strategies to bring on new clients
• Administrative Systems to simplify your business and team

Stay on the line for the entire call, or drop in, get your questions answered, and go!
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Private Facebook Group

Even though there are plenty of opportunities to connect with me live each month 
for voice to voice support, you’ll sometimes have Coaching Questions or Business 
Questions that arise in between our sessions. Our Facebook group is a place where 
you can post your questions, as well as connect in with the resources of the amazing 
Coaching Mastery Circle community.
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Bonuses

 � Opportunity to schedule 1:1 calls with me at discounted rate, and 
also to schedule Coaching Call Review at a discounted rate
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or

Investment:

$4,000

Click here to pay a deposit: $317 

Click here to pay in full : $4,000  

Followed by 12 monthly payments of 
 $317 beginning in September

� Selected Basic & Advanced Business Building Trainings, 
including: 
 
     How to Become a Referral Magnet 
     Preparing Advanced Preview Presentations 
    Crafting Effective Calls to Action 
    Advanced Marketing Copy 
    Organizing Successful JV projects 
    Raising Your Rates 
    How to Effectively set up your Major Marketing Moments 
    Authentic Enrollment Conversations 
    How to Fill Your Retreats &amp; Workshops 
    Messaging Magic 
    And many more! 

https://jt115.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/Coaching-Mastery-Circle---FullPrice
https://jt115.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/Coaching-Mastery-Circle--Deposit-FullPay

